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ABSTRACT 
 
Planar cell polarity (PCP) is essential to optimize information processing and 
functional response in many tissues. While the fly eye is a classic example of PCP, it 
remains unknown whether PCP exists in the mammalian retina and whether it plays 
a part in vision. Here we used 3D reconstructions of the mouse retina to show that 
the basal body of cone photoreceptor cilia, but not rods, is systematically located on 
the side of the cell facing the centre of the retina. We further show that light is 
required during a critical window of development to establish cone PCP, and that 
both cone transducin and the G-protein signaling modulator protein 2 are required to 
mediate this effect. Importantly, we report that disruption of cone PCP impairs visual 
acuity. This work uncovers a non-canonical PCP pathway, mediated by light, and 
identifies cone PCP as a feature supporting mammalian vision. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The range of information an organism can discriminate in its visual field is highly 
dependent on the diversity, quantity and spatial arrangement of light-sensing 
photoreceptor cells in the retina. The vertebrate retina contains rod and cone 
photoreceptors to detect dim or bright light, respectively, with cones additionally 
sensitive to specific wavelengths. In both rods and cones, the photosensitive cilia, or 
outer segment (OS), develops from the connecting cilium, a microtubule-based 
structure anchored by a basal body to the apical surface of the inner segment (IS). 
While the OS is exclusively devoted to detecting light, the IS houses organelles, 
such that proteins essential for phototransduction are translated into the IS and 
transported to the OS along the connecting cilium (1). 
 
In addition to apicobasal polarity, epithelial cells often display coordinated alignment 
of polarized cell-intrinsic features across the tissue plane, a process known as 
planar cell polarity (PCP). Remarkable examples of PCP are found in Drosophila, 
such as the uniform alignment of sensory bristles along the body wall or the precise 
alignment of ommatidia containing different photoreceptor cell types arranged in a 
stereotyped fashion across the eye (2–4). In the latter, PCP is essential for tissue 
patterning, but may also optimize visual perception by facilitating synaptic 
convergence of identically oriented photoreceptors to the brain, a wiring process 
known as neuronal superposition (5, 6). In the mammalian retina, while the 
mechanisms and role of photoreceptor apicobasal polarity in vision have been 
extensively studied (7, 8), it remains unknown whether photoreceptors display PCP 
and, if so, whether this might have a role in vision. 
  
A classic model of PCP in vertebrates is the mechanosensory hair cells of the inner 
ear, which display a V-shaped bundle of mechanosensitive stereocilia oriented in a 
coordinated manner across the tissue to optimize sound detection (9, 10). Critical to 
establishing this PCP is the migration of the primary kinocilium from the centre of the 
apical surface to the lateral edge. We and others have reported that relocalization of 
the kinocilium requires the adaptor protein Inscuteable, the G-protein signaling 
modulator 2 (Gpsm2, also known as LGN) and the heterotrimeric G protein Gαi (11, 
12), a protein complex well-known for its role in regulating mitotic spindle orientation 
(13–16). Analogous to the hair cell kinocilium, the connecting cilium of 
photoreceptors is thought to be anchored eccentrically by the basal body at the edge 
of the IS, thereby constituting a possible polarized cell-intrinsic feature in 
photoreceptors. However, whether connecting cilia are coordinately oriented to 
establish PCP in the mammalian retina is unknown. An interesting parallel can be 
made between the G-protein signalling regulating kinocilium placement in hair cells 
and the phototransduction cascade, which also relies on a heterotrimeric G-protein. 
When photons hit the OS disk membranes, the 11-cis retinal chromophore 
isomerizes to all-trans, which serves as the ligand for the G-protein coupled receptor 
opsin. This initiates a biochemical cascade that enables the association of opsin with 
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transducin (Gαt), a heterotrimeric G-protein related to the Gαi family, which in turn 
activates the cyclic GMP-phosphodiesterase that controls cGMP-gated ion channels 
at the photoreceptor plasma membrane (8, 17, 18). Of note, Gpsm2 is the only 
guanine dissociation inhibitor (GDI) protein expressed in mouse photoreceptors, and 
it interacts with the alpha subunit of rod transducin (Gαt1) in a GDP-bound state (19, 
20). Based on these observations, we hypothesized that light might trigger a G-
protein signalling cascade modulated by Gpsm2, which would lead to the 
asymmetric positioning of connecting cilia and establishment of PCP in 
photoreceptors. We further postulate that this organization may be important to 
optimize visual detection. Here we used high-resolution 3D reconstructions of the 
retina, dark-rearing, genetics, and visual behaviour assays to test this hypothesis in 
the mouse retina. 
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RESULTS 
 
Cone photoreceptors exhibit planar cell polarity in the mammalian retina 

 
Classically, the connecting cilium is presented as eccentrically anchored at the 
surface of the IS, but whether this is a general feature in all photoreceptors remains 
unknown. To begin to tackle this fundamental question, we first investigated the 
ultrastructure of the mouse retina in 3D using Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (FIBSEM) to obtain hundreds of serial images in the region of the 
connecting cilia. Cross-section and en-face milling were collected in the dorsal 
region of two independent adult retinas (Fig. 1a, b). Computational segmentation of 
the different sub-compartments of photoreceptors (IS, OS, basal body and 
connecting cilium) was carried out for each individual rod and cone identified in the 
volume of acquisition (Fig. 1c, FigS1a, Movie S1). By analyzing the relative distance 
of the basal body to the center of the IS at the surface of each photoreceptor, we 
discovered that the basal body is located systematically next to the edge of the IS in 
both rods and cones (Fig. 1a’, a”, b’, b”, d), confirming the general assumption that 
the connecting cilium is eccentrically anchored at the surface of photoreceptors. 

 
We next investigated whether this polarized cell-intrinsic feature may be coordinated 
across the retina. To do this, we measured the planar orientation of basal bodies in 
individual rod and cone photoreceptors, relative to a centripetal reference axis, 
defined as the center-to-periphery axis of the retina. To help quantify the degree of 
planar polarity, the cumulative distribution of basal body orientations was fitted to a 
probability function in a polar referential (Fig. 1e, Fig. S1b), generating for each set 
of orientations a polarity score (κ, kappa) and a preferred orientation (µ, mu), as 
previously described (21). The higher the kappa, the more concentrated around a 
single value the orientations are, with 2/κ representing the 95% confidence interval in 
radians. We found that basal bodies are orientated randomly among the rod 
population, with kappa values below 0.4 in both acquisitions. In contrast, we found 
that basal bodies of cones are consistently located on the side of the IS that is 
closest to the optic nerve head (Fig. 1f, g, Fig. S1c, d), with polarity scores of 20 and 
2.3 in the cross-sectional and en-face acquisitions, respectively. 
 
Although robust, the coordinated orientation of basal bodies could only be studied for 
a small number of cones by FIBSEM, as the mouse retina is rod-dominated. To 
determine whether cones exhibit PCP in all regions of the retina, we used a method 
that enables a higher throughput of measurements by staining cone IS with peanut 
agglutinin lectin (PNA) and centrosomes with pericentrin (Pcnt). We then used 
confocal microscopy to acquire z-stacks from retinal flatmounts and measured 
centrosome eccentricities and orientations using the same method as for the 
FIBSEM experiments described above (Fig. 1h). We found that, independent of their 
location across the retina, cones consistently display eccentric centrosomes located 
on the side of the cell facing towards the optic nerve head (Fig. 1 i-k, Fig. S1e). 
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Taken together, these results formally demonstrate cell-intrinsic polarity in all 
photoreceptors and uncover planar polarization of cones in the mammalian retina. 
 

 
Figure 1. Cone planar cell polarity in the mouse retina 
 
(a-b) Cross-section (a; 628 images, 25nm step) and en face (b; 914 images, 23nm step) 
FIBSEM acquisitions. High magnification views of different rods (a’, b’) and cones (a”, b”) in 
the connective cilium region. Orientation of the cilium (green) is indicated relative to the 
center of rod (red) and cone (purple) IS by an arrowhead. (c) Method for measurement of 
eccentricity and orientation of the basal body. Basal body (dark red) and IS (light red) are 
segmented and eccentricity of the basal body is measured by the ratio of the distance ε 
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between the IS and basal body and the mean radius ṝ of cone IS. The orientation ɑ is 
defined by the angle between the IS-basal body axis and the center-to-periphery axis, using 
the optic nerve head as a reference point. (d) Violin plots of rod and cone basal body 
eccentricity. CS: cross-section (n=164 rods; 8 cones), EF: en-face (n=280 rods; 8 cones). (e) 
Basal body orientation analysis workflow: α-angle distribution is fitted to density probability 
function in a polar referential, resulting in generation of a polarity score (κ, kappa). See 
Experimental Procedures for details. (f) Polar histograms of basal body orientations (blue 
bins) and the associated density probability fit (red ellipse). (g) Top view of rod (top) and 
cone (bottom) IS membranes (coloured) and basal body (black circle) colour-coded for the α 
value obtained in cross-section acquisition. (h) Confocal acquisition of a mouse retina flat-
mount stained for peanut agglutinin lectin (PNA, magenta) and pericentrin (green). 
Centrosome eccentricity and orientation were measured using the same method as shown 
in c. (i) Violin plot of cone centrosome eccentricity in different regions of the adult mouse 
retina by confocal analysis (n= 40 cones from 3 different adult retinas). (j) Polar histograms 
of basal body orientations (blue bins) from different regions of the adult mouse retina: Dorsal 
(D); Nasal (N); Temporal (T); Ventral (V). (k) Histogram of cone polarity scores (kappa 
values) in different regions of the adult mouse retina. Graph shows mean  ±s.d. n indicates 
biological replicates. Total number of cones analyzed were 537 dorsal, 664 nasal, 675 
temporal, 628 ventral (see also Fig. S1e). One-way ANOVA p=0.45. Scale bars: 300nm 
(a’,b’,c), 500nm (a’’, b’’), 10 µm (h). 
 
 
The establishment of cone PCP requires exposition to light during a critical 
period 
  
Cones are amongst the earliest-born cell types in the retina, with peak genesis 
around embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5). The OS, however, only starts to grow from the 
connecting cilium around postnatal day 8 (P8) (22). To identify when PCP emerges 
during cone morphogenesis, we measured centrosome orientations at different 
developmental stages using confocal acquisitions of immunostained retinal 
flatmounts (Fig. 2a). We found that centrosomes are distributed randomly at the 
surface of cone IS before P5, and shift to an eccentric position between P5 and P8, 
although they do not yet display a coordinated direction toward the optic nerve head 
(κ≤0.5, Fig. 2b, c, Fig. S2a). Between P12 and P14, centrosome orientations 
become coordinated, with kappa values increasing from 0.4±0.2 at P12 to 1.8±0.9 at 
P14, and stabilized past P14 (Fig. 2c, Fig. S2a). 
  
Although gradients of morphogens are classically known to regulate PCP, our 
observation that cone PCP is established concomitantly to eyelid opening in mice 
(P12-14) prompted us to hypothesize that light may instead play a part in instructing 
cone PCP. To test this idea, we raised mice in constant darkness from E14.5 and 
studied cone PCP at P30. Remarkably, light deprivation prevented the emergence of 
cone PCP, without affecting the eccentric localization of centrosomes in cones (Fig. 
2d, h-i, Fig. S2b), indicating that a light-dependent mechanism is required to instruct 
cone PCP. To determine whether there might be a critical window for this light-
dependent mechanism, we raised mice in normal light-dark cycles until P9, P12 or 
P16, and then switched them to constant darkness until P30 when we measured 
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cone PCP. While cone centrosomes were randomly oriented in mice exposed to 
light-dark cycles until P9 (κ=0.6 ±0.1, Fig. S2b) and P12 (κ=0.7±0.1; Fig. 2e, Fig. 
S2b), they exhibited a marked polarization in mice exposed to light-dark cycles until 
P16 (κ=1±0.1; Fig. 2f, Fig. S2b), although not to the same extent as control mice that 
were never dark-reared (κ=3.0±0.2). Together, these results show that light is 
required to mediate cone PCP during a critical time window between P12 and P16. 
 
Finally, we wanted to determine whether cone PCP could be restored by switching 
mice that were dark-reared through the critical window to light-dark cycles. We dark-
reared mice from E14.5 to P22, and then switched them to light-dark cycles until 
P360. We found that cone centrosomes still exhibit random orientations under these 
conditions (Fig. 2g-h, Fig. S2b), showing that, beyond P22, exposure to light does 
not restore the loss of cone PCP mediated by previous dark-rearing. Conversely, 
cone PCP was unaffected by switching adult mice raised in light-dark cycles to 
constant darkness for a month (Fig. 2h, Fig. S2b), suggesting that light is not 
required to maintain cone PCP past the critical time window. 
 
Altogether, these results show that basal bodies are randomly distributed within the 
IS of individual cone photoreceptors at birth, then shift eccentrically around P8, and 
become coordinately aligned on the side of the IS closer to the optic nerve between 
P12 and P14 in a light-dependent manner. 
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Figure 2. Critical period of cone PCP establishment 
  
(a) Hematoxylin/eosin staining of mouse retinal sections at different stages, as indicated, 
and associated confocal acquisitions of flat-mounts of the contralateral retina stained for 
pericentrin (Pcnt, green), S-Opsin (Magenta, P5), or Peanut agglutinin (PNA, magenta). 
Cones are outlined by a white line and centrosome orientation is shown by an arrow in the 
bottom panels. Circles with a dot indicate a centrally-located centrosome (no orientation). 
For each stage, a representative rose plot of centrosome orientation (α-angles distribution) 
and associated kappa values is shown in the bottom row. (b) Violin plots of rod and cone 
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basal body eccentricity (n=3 animals per condition, 360 cells counted for each condition). 
One way ANOVA p<0.0001. Tukey multiple comparison test ****p<0.0001. (c) Histogram of 
cone polarity scores at different stages. Graph shows mean  ±s.d. n indicates biological 
replicates. Total number of cones measured were: 339 at P0, 299 at P5, 355 at P8, 385 at 
P12, 1127 at P14, 1389 at P16, and 1314 at P30. One-way Anova with Dunnett’s multiple 
comparison test **p<0.01. (d-g) Confocal acquisitions of retina flat-mounts stained for 
pericentrin (Pcnt, green) and Peanut agglutinin (PNA, magenta) from mice dark-reared (solid 
black line) between E12.5 and P30 (d), reared in light-dark cycles (dotted line) until P12, 
then dark-reared until P30 (e), reared in light-dark cycle until P16 and dark-reared until P30 
(f), or dark-reared between E12.5 and P22 then reared in light-dark cycles until sacrifice at 
P360 (e). Representative examples of cones (outlined) with various centrosome orientation 
(arrows) are shown. For each stage, a representative rose plot of centrosome orientation (α-
angles distribution) and associated kappa values is shown in the bottom row. (h) Histograms 
of cone polarity scores in mice subjected to different light environments. LD: light:dark 
cycles, DD: dark:dark cycles, DDE12: dark-reared between E12.5 and sacrifice at P30, 
DDP9: dark-reared between P9 and sacrifice at P30, DDP12: dark-reared between P12 and 
sacrifice at P30, DDP16: dark-reared between P16 and sacrifice at P30, Late LD: dark-
reared between E12.5 and P22, then reared on a light-dark cycle until sacrifice at P360, Late 
DD: mice dark reared between P120 and sacrifice of P150, LD control: P30 mice reared in 
light-dark cycles. Graph shows mean  ±s.d. n indicates biological replicates. Total number of 
cones analyzed: DDE12 = 3417, DDP9 = 1663, DDP12 = 1070, DDP16 = 886, Late LD n= 
1309 cones, Late DD n= 1077, LD control n=1224 cones. One-way ANOVA p<0.0001. 
Dunnet’s multi-comparison test ***p<0.001, *p<0.05. (i) Violin plots of cone basal body 
eccentricity (n=3 animals, 360 cells counted for each condition). 
 
 
Cone phototransduction is required to establish PCP 
  
The above results indicate that light is required to instruct cone PCP, but whether 
light acts directly in cones, or indirectly through other photosensitive cells of the 
retina was still unclear. To clarify the cellular origin of light-dependent polarization, 
we investigated cone PCP in mouse mutants of Gnat1 and Gnat2, which code for the 
transducin alpha subunits of rods (Gɑt1) and cones (Gɑt2), respectively. Importantly, 
while both rod and cone photosensitivity is abolished in Gnat1null/null and Gnat2null/null 
mouse lines, the general anatomy of the retina and the morphology of 
photoreceptors are unaffected (23, 24). We therefore studied cone centrosome 
orientation in Gnat1null/null; Gnat2null/null mice, in which both rods and cones have lost 
photosensitivity, and in Gnat1null/null; Gnat2+/null mice, in which only cones are 
photosensitive. We found that cone PCP is normal in Gnat1null/null; Gnat2+/null mice 
(κ=1.5±0.2; Fig. 3a, c), but disrupted in Gnat1null/null; Gnat2null/null mice (κ=0.4±0.1; 
Fig. 3b, c; Fig. S3a, b). Similar to light deprivation experiments, the loss of 
photosensitivity in rods and cones had no impact on the eccentricity of centrosomes 
in cones (Fig. 3d). These results indicate that cone phototransduction is necessary to 
mediate planar polarization and identify a non-canonical role for cone transducin in 
retina morphogenesis. 
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Figure 3. Non-canonical pathway underlying cone PCP establishment 
 
(a, b) Confocal acquisitions of Gnat1null/null;Gnat2+/null (a) and Gnat1null/null; Gnat2null/null (b) 
retina flat-mounts stained for pericentrin (Pcnt, green) and Peanut agglutinin (PNA, 
magenta). Representative examples of cones (outlined) with various centrosome orientation 
(arrows) are shown. For each genotype, a representative rose plot of centrosome orientation 
(α-angles distribution) and the associated kappa value is shown. (c) Histogram of cone 
polarity scores in Gnat1null/null;Gnat2+/null and Gnat1null/null; Gnat2null/null mice. Total number of 
cones analyzed: Gnat1null/null;Gnat2+/null = 1649, Gnat1null/null;Gnat2null/null = 1999 cones. Two-
tailed unpaired t-test: p=0.0013 (**p<0.01). (d) Violin plots of cone centrosome eccentricity 
for each genotype (n=3 animals, 360 cells counted for each genotype). (e) Confocal 
acquisitions of mouse retina sections stained for Gpsm2 (green) and Gɑt2 (magenta) at 
different developmental stages, as indicated. Arrowheads point to the cone IS and the dotted 
line delineate individual cones. (f) Co-immunoprecipitation (IP) of Gɑt2 and Gpsm2 from 
mouse retina extracts at P13 and P15. Rabbit IgG (IgG) were used as IP controls at P13. 
10% input form P13 and P15 whole retina protein extracts are shown. Gpsm2 specific band 
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migrates at ~75kDa (arrowhead, see also Figure. S4). (g, h) Confocal acquisitions of 
Gpsm2+/- (g) and Gpsm2-/- (h) retina flat-mounts stained for pericentrin (Pcnt, green) and 
Peanut agglutinin (PNA, magenta). Representative examples of cones (outlined) with 
various centrosome orientation (arrows) are shown. For each genotype, a representative 
rose plot of centrosome orientation (α-angles distribution) and the associated kappa value is 
shown. (i) Histogram of cone polarity scores in Gpsm2+/- and Gpsm2-/- mice. Graph shows 
mean  ±s.d. n indicates biological replicates. Total number of cones analyzed: Gpsm2+/- = 
1574 cones, Gpsm2-/- = 1654 cones. Dorsal (D); Nasal (N); Temporal (T); Ventral (V). Two-
tailed unpaired t-test p=0.03 (*p<0.05). (j) Violin plots of cone centrosome eccentricity (n=3 
animals, 360 cells counted for each genotype). 
 
 
Gpsm2 interacts with Gɑt2 and is required to establish cone PCP 
 
We next investigated how cone phototransduction could mediate repositioning of the 
centrosomes to establish PCP. Of note, cone transducin (Gɑt2) is encoded by the 
Gnat2 gene, which arose through duplication of an ancestral Gnai gene belonging to 
a family of heterotrimeric G-proteins, whose activity is modulated by Gpsm2 to 
regulate cell polarity in a wide variety of developmental contexts (16, 25, 26). To 
investigate whether Gpsm2 might play a part in cone PCP, we first stained mouse 
retinas for Gɑt2 and Gpsm2 during the critical window of cone PCP establishment, 
using a Gpsm2 antibody that we validated on Gpsm2-/- samples by western blot and 
immunostaining (Fig. S4). We found that Gɑt2 and Gpsm2 co-localize in the IS of 
cones between P8 and P14 (Fig. 3e). To ask whether both proteins form a complex, 
we immunoprecipitated Gαt2 from whole retina protein extracts at P13 and P15 and 
immunoblotted for Gpsm2. We found that Gpsm2 interacts with Gαt2 (Fig. 3f), 
suggesting that they might function together to instruct cone PCP. To investigate this 
possibility, we studied cone centrosome orientation in mouse knockouts of Gpsm2. 
While cone PCP is clearly established in Gpsm2+/- mice (κ=1.7±0.9; Fig. 3g, i; Fig. 
S3c, d), it is disrupted in Gpsm2-/- mice (κ=0.4±0.1; Fig. 3h, i; Fig. S3c, d). This 
finding was further confirmed using the FIBSEM analysis (Fig. S5). In contrast to 
previous findings in cochlear hair cells, however, the loss of cone PCP in Gpsm2-/- is 
not accompanied by a disruption of the intrinsic polarity, as eccentric localization of 
cone centrosomes is not affected (Fig. 3j).  
 
Together, these results identify a molecular pathway downstream of light absorption 
that underlies cone PCP establishment in the mouse retina. 
 
Cone PCP contributes to spatio-temporal visual discrimination in mice 
  
We then asked whether cone PCP might play a part in visual perception. To address 
this question, we studied mice with disrupted cone PCP. Since dark-rearing impairs 
the maturation of interneurons of the retina (27–29) and cones do not respond to 
light stimulation in Gnat2null/null mice, we thought that Gpsm2-/- mice were the most 
appropriate model for these experiments. As previously shown, we found that 
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Gpsm2-/- mice exhibit normal retinal lamination and present no signs of retinal 
degeneration (Fig. S6a) (30). In addition, the histological observation of Gpsm2-/- 
cones showed that they are indistinguishable from those of Gpsm2+/- in cross-
sections (Figure S6b), suggesting that cone PCP is the only morphological feature 
disrupted in adult Gpsm2-/- retinas. 
  
We first tested whether cone PCP might be important to coordinate global cone 
activity in the retina. We recorded flash electroretinograms in Gpsm2-/- mice and 
Gpsm2+/- control mice in scotopic and photopic conditions to test rod and cone 
responses, respectively. In both conditions, the electroretinogram waveforms and 
time courses were not significantly different between Gpsm2-/- and Gpsm2+/- mice 
(Fig. S6c-f), suggesting that cone PCP does not contribute to the global response of 
cone photoreceptors. 
  
Next, we examined whether cone PCP might contribute to fine-detail visual 
discrimination. To test this hypothesis, we measured the optomotor head-tracking 
responses to a rotatory grating of different spatial frequencies under photopic 
conditions in Gpsm2+/+, Gpsm2+/-, and Gpsm2-/- mice (Fig. 4a). We found that adult 
Gpsm2-/- mice exhibit a significant decrease in spatial frequency threshold compared 
to Gpsm2+/+ and Gpsm2+/- mice (Fig 4b). Importantly, Gpsm2-/- mice perform similarly 
to control mice prior to the establishment of PCP. At P17, however, when cone PCP 
is in place in controls (see Fig. 2a-c), a significant difference in test performance is 
detected between controls and Gpsm2-/- mice. This difference further increases at 
P23 and then reaches a plateau (Fig. 4c). These results indicate that cone PCP is 
necessary for normal visual acuity in mice. 
 

 
Figure 4. Reduced spatial frequency detection in mice with altered cone PCP 
 
(a) Schematic representation of the optomotor head-tracking assay. Animals are placed in a 
box surrounded by a rotating drum with gratings of different spatial frequencies. The 
maximum spatial frequency eliciting a visual response, which is recorded by reflex 
movements of the head, is compared between mice of different genotypes. (b) Histogram 
representing the mean  ±s.d. of spatial frequency threshold (cycles per degree) for eyes 
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from each indicated mouse genotype. Each data point represents a different eye. One way 
ANOVA p<0.0001 and a posteriori multi comparison t-test with Tukey corrections (c) Spatial-
frequency threshold measurements as a function of time (P13, P15, P17, P19, P21, P23, 
P27, P50). Each data point represents the mean  ±s.e.m.Two-way ANOVA p<0.0001 for age 
factor and p<0.0001 for genotype factor and a posteriori multi comparison t-test *p<0.05, 
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Planar polarization of basal bodies is a feature shared across a wide diversity of 
epithelial cells (2, 31, 32). Photoreceptors share many features with cochlear hair 
cells, as both exhibit an eccentric primary cilium. However, while the apical surface 
of hair cells displays easily identified v-shaped stereocilia that all point in the same 
direction, our FIBSEM imaging of photoreceptors has not revealed any other 
polarized feature than the connecting cilium, making cone PCP inconspicuous. This 
might account for the century delay between the discovery of PCP in the ear (33), 
and here, in the retina. 
 
By sampling critical information in the environment, sensory organs are particularly 
prone to morphological changes related to their function. While it remains to be 
determined whether cone PCP in mammals is an adaptation to nocturnal vision, it is 
worth noting that cone PCP was reported in the zebrafish retina, a diurnal animal 
(34). In zebrafish, red-, green-, and blue-cones harbor an eccentric basal body 
pointing towards the optic nerve head, similar to what we report in mice, while UV-
cone and rod PRs do not. Although the mechanisms and role of cone PCP were not 
identified in fish, it was reported to arise at late stages of development, suggesting 
that phototropism, similar to what we find in mice, may be involved. In mammals, 
potential planar polarity was reported in the diurnal cone-dominated retina of the tree 
shrew (35), but a more thorough characterization awaits further studies. The primate 
retina is also of particular interest, as it contains a cone-rich macula at the center, 
surrounded by a rod-dominated periphery. It will be important to study PCP in detail 
in these animals to help determine whether cone PCP is the rule, or an exception, 
across mammals. 
 
Our finding that rods do not exhibit PCP prompted us to explore a potential role for 
cone PCP in visual acuity, a function predominantly supported by cones. We show 
that disruption of cone PCP decreases the spatio-temporal detection threshold, 
uncovering a role for planar cell organization in vision and suggesting that PCP may 
qualitatively optimize spatio-temporal acquisition of information. Psychophysical 
experiments conducted in humans reported that the retina is more sensitive to light 
entering the center of the pupil than light passing through its periphery and thereby 
hitting photoreceptors at an angle, a phenomenon referred to as the Stiles-Crawford 
effect (36, 37). While this effect is prominent in cones, it is weak in rods (38), and 
optical properties of individual rod and cone PRs have failed to identify a convincing 
cellular origin of this phenomenon in humans (39, 40). Interestingly, a recent study in 
mice reported that the rectilinear orientation of IS and OS of rod photoreceptors, 
which is instructed by light between P0 and P8, is involved in the Stiles-Crawford 
effect (41). As rods are thought to play a minor part in this effect, it is likely that cone-
specific mechanisms are also contributing. Ex-vivo experiments suggest that, in 
contrast to rods, cones do not exhibit a dynamic phototropic realignment of their IS 
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and OS in adult mice (42, 43), suggesting alternative mechanisms. The potential role 
of cone PCP in the Stiles-Crawford effect remains unknown, but we propose that the 
coordinated orientation of cilia may physically restrict cones to exclusively detect 
light that is paraxial to the eye optics, filtering out intraocular stray light that deviates 
from this axis. Our results showing that cone PCP cannot be reversed by rearing 
adult mice in the dark is in agreement with psychophysical observations showing that 
monocular light deprivation fails to alter the Stiles-Crawford effect in adult human 
subjects (44). Should cone PCP be conserved in humans, it may be possible to test 
its role in the Stiles-Crawford effect by performing psychophysical experiments on 
patients bearing a mutation in the GPSM2 gene, which cause the Chudley-
McCullough syndrome, a congenital disorder characterized by hearing loss and 
various brain anomalies (45, 46). Based on our work in mice, we expect that these 
patients would have disrupted cone PCP and perform poorly in tasks testing the 
Stiles-Crawford effect. 
 
Molecularly, our data indicate that Gpsm2 and Gɑt2 interact and are both required to 
establish cone PCP. In asymmetric cell division, Gpsm2 functions as an adaptor 
protein linking Gαi subunits anchored at the apical cell cortex to the microtubule- and 
dynein-associated protein Numa, leading to capture of aster microtubules and 
reorientation of the mitotic spindle. In a striking example of pleiotropy, we found that 
the position of the microtubule-based basal bodies in cones is also regulated by 
Gpsm2 and the Gɑi-related protein cone transducin (Gɑt2). While Gpsm2 and Gɑt2 
may constitute the intracellular levers to position the basal body in cones, the 
mechanisms coordinating basal body positions across the retina remain to be 
determined. The unique cellular architecture of photoreceptors makes it unlikely, 
although not impossible, that canonical PCP pathways coordinate basal body 
positions across the tissue. Indeed, photoreceptor cell junctions, through which PCP 
signaling normally propagates, are located at the base of the IS, whereas the basal 
bodies are distantly located at the tip. Accordingly, knockdown of the core PCP gene 
Vangl2 in cones does not disrupt cone PCP in the zebrafish retina, suggesting that it 
may also rely on a non-canonical pathway (47). 
 
Asymmetric activation of G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) by an extracellular 
ligand is generally involved in setting-up PCP in various epithelia. As light is the 
“ligand” sensed by the photoreceptor-specific GPCR Opsin, our observations raise 
the possibility that a gradient of light, rather than molecules, might instruct basal 
body positioning during cone maturation. In such a model, Gat2 may constitute the 
molecular link between light and Gpsm2, forming a non-canonical pathway to instruct 
the spatial localization of cone basal bodies across the retina. But if a gradient of 
light mediates cone PCP, what could be the source of this gradient? We envision at 
least two possibilities: a global gradient of light over the scale of the eye, where the 
central retina might receive more light than the periphery, or a local gradient at the 
level of individual cones. As Müller glial cells are known to funnel light directly from 
the vitreous to the photoreceptors (48–50), they might play a part in establishing a 
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local gradient of light. The 1:1 ratio of cone-to-Müller cell reported in various 
vertebrate retinas is consistent with this possibility (51). Further work will be required 
to determine whether a light gradient is involved and how it is established. 
  
In conclusion, our results identify a non-canonical pathway of PCP mediated by light, 
cone transducin, and Gpsm2. As several other regions of the developing brain 
demonstrate photosensitivity (52, 53), this work raises the exciting possibility that 
light may generally regulate tissue morphogenesis in the CNS. 
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